April 17, 1910—Plantation camp, Hamakua Coast, Hawaii
The census taker records our grandfather along with the five other men crowded
into their housing unit. By then, he had been toiling for twelve years in these
cane fields. But soon, he and another will make a run from the harsh conditions
and luna who treat them as less than human. They will make for the Kona coast
where he will seek a family friend, also, from Hiroshima. They travel the roughly
one hundred miles, mostly by night, to avoid detection.
It had been nearly ten years since Hawaii was made a U.S. territory, thereby
making illegal their contracts as violating the U.S. Constitution, which prohibits
slavery and involuntary servitude, gained on the backs of nearly three hundred
years of Black struggle. But labor in the colony remained virtually powerless,
and they would be made to pay if caught. The plantation business cabal stoked
division by race in order to suppress labor organizing. Native indigenous,
Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Puerto Ricans, Koreans, Filipinx were
strategically played off one another with the goal of cheap labor. The English
language press painted each as inferior, depending on who was threatening a
strike at the time. A lack of unity within the Japanese community with their probusiness papers writing against strikes. (Center for Labor Education and
Research, University of Hawaii) (Coman)
--Eric Sunada, based on census records and family oral history
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April 8, 2020
COVID ICU Floor 4B, LAC + USC Hospital
The quiet and calm on the floor was unexpected. Makes sense, I later suppose. Patients on ventilators
don’t talk. Staff focused on reading/managing the latest in treatments. No family or friends visiting except
for just one per patient given the option of saying goodbye when that time has come. A doctor treating
Gerald had shared with me a few days ago that they were losing nearly half of those admitted. It’s his
tenth day on the ventilator, and they warn me beforehand that his body reflects what he’s been through:
cardiac uppers, flipping and proning—whatever seems to work better at the time, blood thinners, induced
paralysis, signs of organ failure, increased vent pressure as the lungs seem to harden. It could have been
the preparation done on patients for such visits or words of warning, but his appearance was not
shocking, stillness except for the vent at full capacity.
The nurse comes by and is kind enough to share with me her conversation with Gerald when he first
arrived eleven days ago. She remembered his sense of good spirit and found it remarkable to mention his
words of “you take care, too,” as she went off shift. I wonder about his thoughts, whether he knew coming
in, whether he was just tired of being broken, giving in to the system and society that made this all
predictable in hindsight and that is designed to make far too many pay far too high a price. I reflect on
Gerald’s journey and our collective struggle.

West SGV 2020, Collage by Farida Baldonado Sunada with papers from
the Philippines, Japan, Spain, Nepal, Korea, and California.

Spring 2020
West San Gabriel Valley, Los Angeles County
The San Gabriel Valley has the largest concentration of Asian communities in the Unites States. The
West SGV, where I live, has several cities with Asian majority populations with diverse household
incomes. Alhambra has the largest Asian population of any city in the SGV, and Monterey Park the
largest percentage, as the following table shows.
City

Population % Asian

Alhambra
Monterey Park
Rosemead
San Gabriel
San Marino

86,665
62,240
55,267
40,920
13,272

50.2%
66.8%
61.3%
60.5%
53.7%

Household Area
Median Income*
$55,401
$55,117
$50,074
$55,939
$152,527

% renter
households
59.7%
46.3%
50.5%
54.8%
15.7%

* The household area median income of the metropolitan zone that
encompasses the West SGV is $77,300 (Southern California Association
of Governments)

Despite a relatively large population of Asian voters of working- and lower-middle-class households,
their political power is uncoordinated toward addressing basic material needs. With the exception of San
Marino, nearly half of all households are low-income. 1 More than half of all renters and over a third of
homeowners allocate over 30% of their income toward housing costs and a fourth more than 50%, all preCOVID. We know that Asian voters are not a monolith: racial divisions within a diverse diaspora (Fujian
to Northeastern mainland Chinese, Taiwanese, Korean, Filipinx, Vietnamese, Japanese, Thai, Cambodian,
Indonesian, and Burmese are all represented in the West SGV) with a large number being immigrants are
traditional challenges to community organizing. But at the local level where life’s necessities are
physically implemented and where ideological and cultural voting motivations are more at play up-ballot,
the degree of self-defeating voting that occurs against a proletariat brings into stark relief the white power
structure that continues to stunt any transformational Asian-American political progress in the West SGV.
March 3, 2020
On the ballot today is a local measure sponsored and lobbied by the local government of Alhambra to
raise the sales tax rate. The justification given is the need to increase the public safety budget with a focus
on addressing property crimes. The police union pours in funds and provides the street-level campaign for
it, flooding the city with illegally placed signage. City management sets up the PR campaign early by
sending the below survey to every mailing address well before announcing the ballot measure. The survey
is populated with a set of seven choices to rank in importance, each a banal truism of the American city
that lacks any sophistication towards social cohesion beyond its police and basic services.

When the time comes for council to approve the sales tax increase measure for the ballot to voters, city
management makes the case that it is desperately needed due to community concerns:

(City of Alhambra)

This regurgitation is used as justification by the local government and elected officials throughout the
campaign for the measure. A police union mailer that focuses on “nearly six hundred burglaries and car
thefts in Alhambra” amounts to scare tactics in a city where such crimes are 50% below 2005 levels
(City-Data.com).

An online survey by the hyper-local press, while not random, has shown that the community’s concerns
are more connected to their lived environments.

Open survey held online throughout 2018 by the Alhambra Source
hyper-local press (Tso, Housing remains chief concern in city council
issues survey)

The measure passes, 64% to 36%. The landslide victory for the administration, officialdom, and police is
frustrating and disheartening. Has the Asian community in the West SGV doubled down on the stratifying
neoliberalism that they themselves hope to leverage one day?
Li’i reaches out in late April. L.A. County is in the midst of its first COVID death spike. The Asian Youth
Center needs to expand their emergency food program beyond their 85 families, but they need a larger
refrigerator and freezer and more coolers for transport. Three thousand dollars would probably be
enough, and they are pinging their community partners to help drum it up.
On average, an Alhambra resident will spend about $15,000 on retail purchases per year (Southern
California Association of Governments). The $1,425 in annual sales tax paid may not seem like much, but
it is to the large number of our residents who are struggling. This regressive tax measure primarily
benefits the property-owning class through increased policing but their parcel taxes will remain
untouched. This is the situation in a city where nearly 60% of the households are renters and yet where
only 0.04% of the $76 million city budget is dedicated to fair housing services. By contrast, 47% of the
city budget is allocated to policing and 75% or about $57 million to public safety overall. We are all
serving a law enforcement economy.
To be fair, other cities in the county are also doing sales tax grabs as municipalities struggle against the
state’s regressive fiscal constraints (Proposition 13). But in the West SGV, the reason for it extends to a
glaring reinforcement of the whiteness as property norm. The brazenness of the false choice that is
offered reveals the lack of respect for the constituents as some sort of primer for assimilation. Officialdom
mistakenly assumes we must be led by our noses instead of what is a structurally disenfranchised voter
base and plurality that is all too willing to achieve upward mobility inclusion as determined by hierarchies
that exist within the larger diaspora. 2 The Chamber of Commerce set that touts the Asian community as a
model and chooses to ignore the majority working-class and specific racial divisions within it is annoying

and insulting—their seizure of government authority abhorrent, while at the same time, the underlying
lack of unity that we truly need makes us easy to exploit.
Leadership that attempts to rise organically from outside of this power structure has more than an uphill
climb when those they are to fight for are not being heard. A key segment of our marginalized are, of
course, immigrants and refugees and their next generation. Nearly half of the SGV’s Asian population
have limited English proficiency (Asian Americans Advancing Justice--Los Angeles) with subgroups of
much higher LEP percentage (e.g., Vietnamese American seniors have a 92% LEP rate) yet no
professional interpretation services are provided during official hearings and no policy existed until 2019
when the issue was finally forced. We worked with a group of Cantonese-, Vietnamese-, and Mandarinspeaking women for a week crafting their testimony (Tso, Alhambra residents call for wider availability
of translation services at City Council meeting). Most were mothers who raised their children in
Alhambra as long-term residents except for one displaced by high rents. In a typical testimony, a poignant
five-minute speech from a woman in Cantonese was reduced to a few lumbering sentences by the cityprovided “interpreter,” a staffer who happened to speak Cantonese. This is as close as it gets to literally
having words put into your mouth: These women were forced to conform to the argot of the council;
mocked for the sounds of their native tongue by a former mayor and her ilk in the audience; and insulted
when told to go take ESL courses by the local gadfly. 3 Officials cast sympathetic words from the stage
employing the tyranny of language to exclude with a smile. “Not hearing you, not trying to hear you,
come back another day when you conform,” they essentially say.
March 27, 2020
While on a rare bicycle ride for me that slowly winds through streets in Pasadena, Brina asks me how
Gerald is doing. 4 I tell her he’s staying the course, saving up, still driving the night shift across the South
Bay near PV, but he said that will likely change because the chain of Starbucks down there will stop
donating their leftovers to them soon. Maybe his new route will be closer to the Mission. Brina pedals off
toward her home as I continue south to mine.
Thoughts on the slow ride back: Really do need to check in with Gerald—he’s vulnerable. Nah, he’s less
vulnerable since COVID doesn’t come from Skid Row; it’s mostly with the jet-set milieu, right?
Indignation boils with thoughts of the essential worker whose job is to be lured to more affluent
neighborhoods—to accept the salves for their conscience and maybe their COVID too. Man, wouldn’t it
be just like that upper-middle-class JA ghetto, a place that thrives on self-hatred through rejection of
“others” that included Gerald and his parents years ago.
The next day, Gerald’s supervisor calls saying that the County hospital has been trying to get hold of me.
Summer 2020
West SGV
For a region that has existed for decades with a high concentration of Asian voters (Monterey Park was
majority Asian by the late 1980s, and Alhambra, Rosemead, and San Gabriel were a plurality of Asian
voters within ten years of that), it is disappointing that the number of prominent Asian elected politicians
borne from the SGV has been relatively small and the number of transformative ones essentially nil.
Congressperson Judy Chu and former State Assembly member Mike Eng have gone on with notable
careers from Monterey Park on what were originally platforms pushing back on anti-immigrant sentiment
in the mid-1980s when the city attempted to establish English as its official language. 5
But deeper gains have been limited by an adherence to centrist liberalism. The regional Asian American
political caucus in which the SGV politicos participate mostly works within a donor-class that can
reproduce such power and ends up disproportionately seeking equity for elites with assumed hopes of

trickle-down to the larger struggling population. Not surprising given that diversity gains of more yellow
faces on the local dais remain well within the neo-liberal domain that fails to address the social needs of
the disenfranchised Asian majority and the material needs of the large lower income population. The
region remains lumpen.
A structural cause for how local governance can remain as such is the fraught at-large voting system
whereby geographically defined granularity is negated by votes from outside the area. Each voter is given
multiple votes to cast for a set of councilpersons that are to cover the entire city. The fact is that the more
affluent vote at higher rates than poorer people of color (Public Policy Institute of California). There are
reasons for this, many of which are structural in themselves such as deliberate disenfranchisement and
scarcity of time for the working poor. But it's unconscionable that cities exploit this voting gap further by
giving people multiple votes, amplifying this asymmetry to where it can permeate across the entire city.
Over time, this rigged system has allowed the few to reign over majority minority, majority low income,
and in some cities, majority renter constituencies. The amount of money that can be poured into elections
by private advocacy groups within this framework dominates over any organic defense by the residents,
even those comprising the majority, especially one where language can be leveraged as a barrier.
Combine this with the at-large voting system and you have a structure conducive to profiteers focused on
a transactional city that can extract at will. Those with the deepest pockets who can profit from the
spatially defined city catering to future, wealthier residents (i.e., real estate, finance, insurance,
speculation) are best situated to participate in this gaming system.
This is a voting rights issue and cities are starting to change. Under threat of a lawsuit alleging its at-large
system violates the California Voting Rights Act, Monterey Park changed to a more representative
district-based voting system in 2019.
But Alhambra is another matter. The city has been traditionally co-opted by a white power structure and
its burghers. Candidates for local office find they must rise out of the clubs of the “old guard” such as the
Rotary Club chapter, Chamber of Commerce, and business associations. Three of the four Asian
councilpersons elected in the city’s history came from this lineage.
The city resists calls for change. So, in 2018 we mobilize, gather over 8,000 signatures, and in 2019
qualify for a ballot initiative, named Measure V, to be voted on in the upcoming general election—no
small feat. But they never make it easy to take their privilege away and the council decides to put up their
own competing ballot initiative that would limit campaign donations but otherwise keep the corrupt
voting system. They can do this with a simple procedural motion, effectively negating the 8000+
signatures that had gone into giving the voters a clear choice. Their rationale: a unified council is needed
to face the economic challenges of the city and an at-large voting system is better for achieving that,
while the by-district voting system will fracture the city into various identities.
But this is the racialized liberalism critique turned upside down. What is being given as an economic
justification for the old voting system is really a call to perpetuate the oldest of identity politics—the
white privilege culture. And what is criticized as a voting system leading to some sort of balkanized city
based on identity politics is really a call for a diverse group with a common need for material gains for
survival that includes Pacific Islanders, Latinx, Provincial Chinese, Southeast Asians, among others.
Without social cohesion among these groups, however, gains have been as anemic as the political
performance for self-shine has been annoying. And some practices are just abhorrent, such as the city’s
allocation of HUD grant funding, which is intended for the lower-income population and where the
annual funding allocation is proportional to its size, that is going mostly to subsidize the homeowner and
to fund broken-windows code enforcement for maintenance of property values. Unified Asian American

support for the working poor would put an end to this and give a middle finger to the power structure that
has exploited an Asian model minority myth that bolsters a false meritocracy. 6
May 6, 2020
I’m still unable to collect Gerald’s things. Chaplain Mike tells me it’s not uncommon for the hospital to
“lose” things of those they know lived on Skid Row. Previous calls to the morgue are directed to
Decedent Affairs to the Cashiers office to the ER to the nurse’s station, each requiring messages and callbacks. The person who dropped him off at the ER said he had with him his cell phone, certainly his wallet
and the clothes on his back. None of these things have use or value without Gerald. Few weeks go by with
the same circle of calls. In June I request a complaint and claim form.
First cousins, but outwardly very different. We were never close but played as kids during regular family
visits, but later rarely seeing one another once given a choice. While Gerald was a poster boy and target
for victim-blamers, I was self-driven by fear to overachieve in attempt to seek safety. One refusing or
unable to bend, the other trying too hard to fit in.
We were both from only-child, blue-collar households with fathers unrelated by blood but by the
experience of poverty in their youth and racism on the U.S. mainland. They were less emotionally affected
by the passive-aggressive racism that requires entry to a certain class than by that in-your-face and
sometimes physical bullshit at the street level. Both men hardened into conflicted fathers who offer
support but little guidance in a world that has gotten harder, not easier, for them due to social isolation
driven by widening class divisions. Nearly always angry, verbally abusive, and distant, yet so much
unspoken love that drives them to unconditional, infantilizing overprotection of their only child as a
reckoning of their stifling patriarchy.
From L.A., Gerald’s family moved to Gardena where his parents had assumed racial affinity would mean
inclusion. 7 But he was unwilling or unable to abide by what the cliques expected, and his parents had a
limited social circle due to their unfamiliarity with much of anything unrelated to direct sustenance. To
varying degrees, both families lack the necessary social filters that power and money have defined for us.
Gerald’s involvement with API gangs was the proximate cause for the family being spat out of the South
Bay, but the system needs its losers when too many play its zero-sum game. It cannot tolerate the
unassimilable.
From Pico-Union my family moved to Cerritos when it was still an undefined suburban space, where new
yet still-affordable housing was taking the place of dairy farms, before it became the Asian public prep
school machine that it is today. Often nervous and shy, I toil away far too much to ensure ontological
security that is never achievable at the expense of cultural depravation and lack of meaningful social
relations. There are no means for creative expression. The outcome is an abashed, self-inflicted isolation.
I decide to go to college to study whatever it is that can help me get a good paying job. Fear of failure is
higher because I’m an imposter.
Gerald passes time doing only what he loves. His lifestyle is based on whatever money he can hustle, and
basic needs are supplied by the family home. It’s pure and loathsome and lonely and untethered and
unproductive and not for profits. Doesn’t he know that they will kill you for doing that?

Gerald, far left, age 8. The author, far right, age 4. Pico-Union District,
Los Angeles, 1969.

Asian Youth in the West SGV may have more space for formative thought because their majority
minority enclave requires less time spent dealing with being the outsider. Their experiences living in a
community where most look like them is bound to be different from those raised in predominantly white
neighborhoods and schools. The killing of George Floyd and its introspective reckoning in America have
reified the importance of solidarity as expressed through Asian youth participation in organized marches
in support of BLM. Some Asian youth have progressed further in their navel-gazing, such as their
resurfacing or realization of the pitfalls of the model minority myth.
But it deserves mention that the West SGV, part of the nation’s largest concentration of Asians with its
share of engaged youth in “progressive” southern California, is not a trailblazer for the Asian-American
movement. Marches organized in coordination with law enforcement with emphasis on distinguishing
the good protester (us) from the bad protestor (who?) misses the point and reeks of some sort of local HR
protectionism of predatory capitalism. The sanctimonious calling-out of others such as the racist
grandparent, which is absolutely necessary to address and unpack, risks conforming to a white
assimilation that is not in the context of our ethnicities and histories, and mistakes disconnectedness for
complicity. Perhaps this misguided parroting is mostly a sign of an inchoate Asian-American mentorship
at the street-level, but we tend to focus on the individual, however weak, instead of the powerful who
perpetuate inequality.

Winter 2020
West SGV
Our voting rights ballot measure, Measure V, passes by a wide margin (76% to 24%). Two reasons for the
landslide are the city’s withdrawal of their own competing measure out of concern for litigation.
Attorneys who got wind of the situation sent letters stating the city is violating the California Voting
Rights Act (Guan). The other and more influencing reason is a vigorous campaign sponsored by a mostly
non-Asian bourgeoisie that is not so much driven by removing a racially polarized voting scheme, but
rather, by a revanchist reaction to the corrupt power structure, co-opted by real estate, that affected their
quality of life (Sunada, San Gabriel Valley Oversight Group). These single-family homeowners are less
concerned about true participatory planning and changing the status quo than the fact that the status quo
had not been working for them.
Beyond this self-serving allyship, however, is a reactionary agitation/provocation for the exclusion of
others. Always present but reinvigorated by a growth in NIMBYism that includes a wide cross-section of
the constituency, this intolerance has been extrapolated from an anti-development movement borne from
an anti-corruption campaign—a very low bar that included reformers, protectionists, and a small number
of progressives (Sunada, The Future of Alhambra Hinges on One Question). The growing number of
exclusionists have found a twisted bonhomie with xenophobes, racists, and overprotective property
owners as they join to reject the undeniable need for affordable housing.
Two Asian planning commissioners in the city of Alhambra have stated that our schools and
infrastructure cannot handle more people, entirely contradicting reality. 8 An Asian Councilmember is
championing a group consisting of mostly white property owners in an area with the highest property
values who seek to block development of anything not in-line with their tastes, which, in this case, is a
Spanish “old town” with no buildings above two stories (Arase). It remains unclear whether or not they
realize the cruel colonizer’s irony behind their nostalgia.
It’s a racist broadside in reaction to newly constructed homes by many Asians who tend to value modern,
larger structures. It’s a classist broadside that demands that an area of higher-priced homes be exempted
from any future affordable housing developments. It is here where we need to call out leadership for its
modern-day red-lining that still contributes to keeping the Black population low (< 1% in Monterey Park,
Rosemead, San Gabriel; 2.4% in Alhambra; 9% for L.A. County) and that originally discriminated
against Asians as well. Again, we see the cruel irony that we are working to exclude in the West SGV,
one of the areas open to Asians as homeowners in the late 1950s, and that so many now make their home
(Cheng). Yet, there is no pushback from the majority Asian constituency. The West SGV remains a
nascent Asian-American political force when it comes to their built environment.
Instances where the Asian community is quickly mobilized in significant numbers have been in response
to perceived threats to their health and safety. Protests against supportive housing projects for the
homeless have been led by Asians who vocalize concerns of increased crime, the safety of their children,
plummeting property values, and their own form of white flight if such housing is permitted (Yee,
Temple City residents demand city block affordable housing for veterans, homeless). There has been no
organized pushback by progressive Asians in significant numbers. What counterprotests that do occur are
mostly organized by the white faith-based community.

A group of mostly Asian protestors opposed to the conversion of the
Golden Motel to permanent supportive housing for the homeless in
Temple City, California, 2017. The project was later killed [Photo: (Kids
Safety Matters)].

This neoconservative Asian group has since organized into the Greater SGV Safe Community Foundation
that has gone on to protest against medicinal marijuana businesses, oppose an inclusive LGBTQ+ public
school sex education program, and to fight against affirmative action (Fan).
At the national level, our cities voted 2 to 1 for Joe Biden over Donald Trump. It’s not clear if voting
would have been as one-sided had the Republican ticket been less egregious. Some Vietnamese,
Taiwanese, and Evangelical Asian voters in the West SGV tend to identify with a candidate who will be
anticommunist, tough on China, or culturally conservative.

“Stop the Steal” protests by Asian constituents, Alhambra, CA, December 2020
(Photo: Vincent Chang).

In addition to the cultural pull to the right among the low-income immigrant population that is struggling
to stay afloat, it is unsurprising that they would vote for their perceived, immediate best interest, i.e.,
getting theirs in a rigged system that can appear competitive.
It is worth looking at how we voted on state measures that include affirmative action, increasing taxes,
rent control, and a county measure redirecting funding from the carceral and law enforcement system to
community investment. The city of South Pasadena is included in the charts below as an interesting
comparison. The city is adjacent to San Marino and Alhambra and has a population of about 26,000 that
is 42% white, 30% Asian, and 20% Hispanic and is about evenly split between homeowners and renters.
It is known to have its own subculture as a “woke,” white bedroom community of high-income earners
and good public schools.
Of the majority Asian cities in the West SGV, none showed overwhelming support for affirmative action
or rent control. The majority ultimately voted against it, and in the case of San Marino, by significant
margins. There were indications of some support for increasing commercial property tax rates and
redirecting money from law enforcement toward community programs, again, with the exception of San
Marino voting against these measures.
When interviewing working-class immigrant households in Alhambra in 2011 for what they wanted in
their city as an imagined, future space, a number of them specified San Marino or Arcadia 9 as their goal
for a future home.
How much are lower-income Asian voters driven by their immediate need for survival in response to a
predatory neoliberal system? How many are driven by their adherence to its upward-mobility model? By
their own racialized privilege? By the existing, social and built environment in which they reside? What
is the future for the majority Asian voting bloc in the West SGV? Current voting patterns and
observations tell me it is toward a future of further stratification.
Without our own identity, will we trend toward mimicking the San Marino voter in a self-defeating race
to the bottom? It’s been over fifteen years of steady decline in household incomes in the other Asian
majority cities. Yet do we still think their “meritocracy” of having made it applies to us? 10 Or, is San
Marino viewed as an anomaly among the Asian majority cities—a small sample size of extreme wealth
with a place-based cultural assimilation that sinks to the level of its John Birchers? 11
Are we headed in the direction of our progressive youth where many are led to a woke activism along the
lines of South Pasadena’s white donor class that is an assimilation without our own Asian context?
February 29, 2020
Union Rescue Mission, San Pedro St., Los Angeles
“It’s a bummer they’re stopping their donation program,” I say. “Yeah…the amount of their leftovers has
been going down too. I guess people have been buying more—I dunno,” he says. Sandwiches and salads,
some pastries sometimes aren’t being kept cold and I can’t take ‘em. “Shit, you might as well drive closer
to home; getting into the South Bay is a pain-in-the-ass anyway,” I offer. You going to have another
route? Not sure yet, it might not be for food pickups anymore. I’m pretty sure I’ll still have at least 30
hours. I dunno yet.
We decide on Paul’s Kitchen down the street. They have their own parking lot, and we like the food. We
order one of the set meals from the back of the menu to make things easier, with just enough thought
expended to opt for a different combo from the last time we were here.

After lunch we work on his tax return using my laptop. The waiter refills the teapot for us. “Not as big of
a refund as last year,” I tell him.
I ask the usual question about whether or not they have any new players at the Mission who can give him
a run for his money. “There’s a couple of guys who are okay,” he says, “but they think I’m just lucky.”
Where you at now (from your peak back in the day)? The usual long silence while he thinks. Maybe 60%.
I smile.
The camaraderie he had at the Mission has been something missing from Gerald’s life. The mentorship
and fellowship around a common need for survival is strong. Nearly every time I have walked into the
building, I am struck by a sense of warmth and support. Perhaps it is a heightened feeling having stepped
from what is like a post-apocalyptic scene of poverty on the outside. But the degree to which they are
pulling for one another on Gerald’s floor is clear in their voices and in their faces that have no false
pretense. And I always think to myself how nice that must be.
We talk about fishing and how we need to get out there again, but never do. Fathers, mothers, and sons
could all talk about this back in the day. What’s biting, where, and on what set-up? I ask to see the
pictures of his catch from our trip to Kona last year that we made to attend aunty’s 100th. Gerald hadn’t
been there since ’72. He had been mentioning over the past few years how he wished he could see her one
last time. He talks about maybe getting back there for a visit this summer, knowing that life may soon
become unbearably hard again once he becomes a slave to rents. “How much longer can you stay at the
Mission,” I ask. He says, “It’s a way home, but not a home.” Not words I expect from him but more like
a tenet driven-in that he repeats. Something we both want to believe.

Gerald fishing off the Kona coast, July 2019.

As he pays the bill, he asks me if I had enough to eat. Yes, there’s always too much food.
After lunch, we go back to the Mission where he offers our leftovers to one of his friends. Gerald shows
me some recent renovations and his latest room. His roommate's disassembled drum set neatly stacked,

revealing just how deep his passion for it—to give it so much space in a life where society has given him
so little of it. Gerald's pool cue stands next to his bunk.
In their floor's common kitchen area, two men are warming tortillas on the stove top while another says,
“We're going to play dominoes.” Gerald is game, although he says he's never played. I don't stay, having
to get back to whatever it was that seemed more important that I can no longer remember. I say,
“Thanks for lunch.” He tells me he’ll let me know when he gets his tax refund. “Drive safe,” I tell him.
“I'll be alright,” he says.
On a previous visit about two years ago, I listened in on a conversation between some of the men on the
floor that included Gerald. How they were upset with the Trump administration for trying to take their
SNAP benefits away. How it would lead to increased incarceration as people would be forced to take
what they needed to live. Those at the Mission, whether the ABAWD, the single Black mother, the
ostracized Asian male, know all too well the precarity that exists and a system that makes it worse. Out of
desperation, a few may have backed up Donald Trump in 2016 as a last-ditch trick-shot, but they see
clearly how it hasn’t worked out either.
Working at the local level is necessary. It is the lived reality where housing and jobs are physically
implemented and where needs are identified. In the West SGV an Asian identity emerges that is bound
with financial insecurity, underemployment, limited opportunities for growth; with those whose health
and productivity are lessened because of a degraded environment; and with those who may be
superficially integrated and able to share in material benefits but who suffer from an inability for
meaningful social interaction and creative expression. This segment of the diaspora is brought into harsh
relief by a spatial juxtaposition of privilege like some sort of dry-lab’d dataset for a sociologist: San
Marino, an area of extreme wealth and conservatism that forts-up spatially and ideologically. And South
Pasadena, the kinder path of philanthropy and tithe that occurs after having gotten theirs. The illegitimacy
of these two cities that some aspire to as models of upward mobility can serve instead as inspiration for
organizing against a broken liberalism. As those at the Mission may already know, the extent to which we
are bound by a profound sense of the ill effects of class divisions, racism, and colonization can become
the basis for the solidarity we need. It can be a solidarity of the area’s majority that works with and for all
the oppressed and that avoids the shortsighted flattening of identities that drive us to oppose affirmative
action. To organize as such around our large low-income, immigrant, refugee, and younger constituency
and to articulate the structural violence that each group faces and to demand our needs be addressed is to
empower the Asian-American as a political force in the West SGV. A voice so loud and clear would also
honor those who have resisted but are no longer here.

City

President

Alhambra

BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:
BIDEN:
TRUMP:

Monterey Park
Rosemead
San Gabriel
San Marino
South
Pasadena
Pasadena
State
L.A. County

71%
27%
68%
30%
67%
32%
66%
32%
59%
39%
79%
19%
77%
21%
63%
34%
71%
27%

Yes for
Affirmative
Action
(SM 16)

YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:

49%
51%
43%
67%
45%
55%
41%
59%
30%
70%
57%
43%
57%
43%
43%
57%
51%
49%

Increase
taxes on
commercial
property
and send
funding to
public
schools &
colleges
(SM 15)

YES: 55%
NO: 45%
YES: 50.01%
NO: 49.99%
YES: 54%
NO: 46%
YES: 49%
NO: 51%
YES: 34%
NO: 66%
YES: 62%
NO: 38%
YES: 58%
NO: 42%
YES: 48%
NO: 52%
YES: 54%
NO: 46%

Expand
local
gov’t
authority
to enact
residential rent
control
(SM 21)

YES: 49.7%
NO: 50.3%
YES: 42%
NO: 58%
YES: 46%
NO: 54%
YES: 43%
NO: 57%
YES: 22%
NO: 78%
YES: 54%
NO: 46%
YES: 53%
NO: 47%
YES: 40%
NO: 60%
YES: 49.7%
NO: 50.3%

Reduce
funding to
carceral and
law
enforcement
system and
send funding
to address
racial
injustice
through
community
investment
(CM J)
YES: 56%
NO: 44%
YES: 49.98%
NO: 50.02%
YES: 55%
NO: 45%
YES: 51%
NO: 49%
YES: 38%
NO: 62%
YES: 65%
NO: 35%
YES: 63%
NO: 37%
--YES: 57%
NO: 43%

Property
tax break
for
homeowners
over 55 and
increase on
inheritance
tax of
property
transfers
(SM 19)

YES: 51%
NO: 49%
YES: 47%
NO: 53%
YES: 50.3%
NO: 49.7%
YES: 47%
NO: 53%
YES: 33%
NO: 67%
YES: 46%
NO: 54%
YES: 49%
NO: 51%
YES: 51%
NO: 49%
YES: 50.1%
NO: 49.9%

Summary of how the West SGV voted in 2020 for key California State
Propositions and a Los Angeles County Measure

Deny
employee
status to
app-based
(e.g.,
rideshare)
drivers
(SM 22)

YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:
YES:
NO:

55%
45%
57%
43%
57%
43%
58%
42%
66%
34%
45%
55%
51%
49%
59%
41%
55%
45%

Notes
The area median income of the larger metropolitan zone that encompasses the West SGV is $77,300
(California Department of Housing and Community Development).
2
The nature of the paternalism comes from a mixture of actors. There are those who use it as a tool to
control the voting constituency for their economic gains, and there are those who use it to school the
constituency in their (white) culture.
3
The local school board decided to eliminate its adult ESL program in 2010. To this day, there is no
publicly funded ESL program or adult education in the city.
4
Shortly after starting his first steady job about three years ago, Gerald’s wages were garnished for taxes
he was assumed to have owed. Perhaps never having to file before, but on record was the house his mom
had managed to leave him back in 2011 that he quickly sold for cash before hitting bottom. A retired
linguistics professor, Brina, volunteers in several areas including as a tax preparer for those needing help,
and she helped me resolve his tax issue, and the garnishment was subsequently lifted.
5
Early diversity gains included Alfred Song, a Korean American, elected to the Monterey Park city
council in 1960 and the State Legislature in 1961; Monty Manibog, a Filipino American, elected to the
Monterey Park City Council in 1976; and Lily Lee Chen, a Chinese American, who served as mayor of
Monterey Park in 1982. Still, over twenty-five years later with significant growth in the Asian population,
Alhambra officialdom uses eminent domain on two Asian-owned businesses/properties where the
redeveloped building is later signed with “Wanted: American Restaurant” (Cheng) and moratoria are
placed on foot massage parlors in San Gabriel and Alhambra without basis (Di). In adjacent San Gabriel,
a white incumbency refuses to seat an elected Asian councilperson with unsubstantiated accusations of
poll worker and residency violations (Gold, 2013).
6
The power structure relies on a colorblindness that says “race doesn’t matter.” The Asian community is
hailed as a group that can assimilate and pull itself up by its bootstraps in the tradition of Horatio Alger
stories. But this meritocracy is based on racialized privilege that both benefits and hurts the Asian
community.
7
Gardena had one of the largest clusters of Japanese of any city in the U.S. up through the 1990s. Over
time, many have settled in adjacent Torrance, a city with higher property values and well-resourced
public schools. Japanese nationals were also choosing to live in Torrance, one reason being the number of
Japan-based corporations choosing the location for their U.S. headquarters, such as Toyota Motor
Company, Honda American, and Nissan. All three have since moved out of state for cheaper labor, lower
taxes, and looser regulations.
8
Public school enrollments have been in steady decline in Alhambra, Monterey Park, and Rosemead for
the past decade, and enrollment in San Gabriel has remained steady. Both San Marino and South
Pasadena, two cities of relative high incomes and property values, have seen increases in their public
school enrollment of 9% and 22%, respectively, over the same period. Total population has remained
relatively flat over the past twenty years with a growth of about 2-3%, as compared to 8% for the county
(Southern California Association of Governments).
9
Arcadia is a city in the SGV adjacent to Rosemead with about the same population but nearly double its
household median income and where pockets of extreme Asian wealth are on display in the form of lavish
homes and McLarens in the driveway.
10
It is not clear how many of the Asians who “reside” in San Marino are actually part of the local
economy. A significant number are no doubt of globalization-based wealth, and it has been reported that
many leverage the area with “parachute kids” as their main involvement with the community (Ling).
11
San Marino is the former western headquarters for the John Birch Society.
1
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